2016 Super Fair 4-H Horse Pattern:

Trail (All Ages)

Obstacles 1–5 on the right side of the pattern are RANCH TRAIL.
Obstacles 1–5 in the middle are “REGULAR” TRAIL.
Both RANCH and REGULAR do obstacles 6–10.
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Stop and wait at cone. Acknowledge Judge and proceed to first obstacle.
Walk into box. Turn 180° to the right and back through the Zig Zag.
Walk over multi-level platform.
Dismount. Place the burlap “Calf ” in front of the saddle horn. Lead your horse around the cone and back.
Remove the “Calf ” from your horse and replace it on the stand. Remount from the Right or Off side of your
horse.
Trot to cone before water hazard.
Walk through water hazard.
Stop at coat rack. WITHOUT dismounting, Put on the rain slicker. Ride your horse in a figure 8 around the
trees. Remove the rain slicker and replace on coat rack. Trot to next cone.
Pick up Bucket WITHOUT dismounting. Carry it around the barrel and bring it back to the starting point.
Set the bucket down with the opposite hand than you picked it up with. Lope on the LEFT lead to the stop sign
where you will wait for the Judge to acknowledge you before you should proceed.
Pass through the gate, closing it behind you.
Lope on LEFT lead over the 4 poles, around to the left and halt in the box. 3/4 turn to the right and trot out of
the box to the cone before the bridge.
Walk at the cone before the bridge and proceed at a walk over the bridge.
Trot 10 feet beyond the cone. Halt then back your horse to the cone. Acknowledge the judge and exit the arena.

*** In Both Ranch and Trail Courses Elementary Level 4-Hers TROT where it says to LOPE in the pattern***

2016 Trail Class

1. Stop and wait at cone. Acknowledge Judge and proceed to first obstacle.
2. Side pass right to the mailbox, remove mail and show it to the judge. Put mail back in box and close. Side pass
left away from the mailbox.
3. Trot to and over the circle of poles then on to the cone where you will halt.
4. Proceed at a walk to the platform. Place front hooves on the platform and perform a forehand pivot with front
hooves on the platform. Walk to next obstacle.
5. Walk over raised poles.
6. Turn your horse 180® and back a serpentine pattern through the cones. Trot to next cone.
7. Pick up Bucket WITHOUT dismounting. Carry it around the barrel and bring it back to the starting point. Set
the bucket down with the opposite hand than you picked it up with. Lope on the LEFT lead to the stop sign
where you will wait for the Judge to acknowledge you before you should proceed.
8. Pass through the gate, closing it behind you.
9. Lope on LEFT lead over the 4 poles, around to the left and halt in the box. 3/4 turn to the right and trot out of
the box to the cone before the bridge.
10. Walk at the cone before the bridge and proceed at a walk over the bridge.
11. Trot 10 feet beyond the cone. Halt then back your horse to the cone. Acknowledge the judge and exit the arena.
*** In Both Ranch and Trail Courses Elementary Level 4-Hers TROT where it says to LOPE in the pattern***
PLEASE NOTE:
• Each Obstacle is judged separately. You may choose to PASS any Obstacle at ANY time before or during the
obstacle.
• If you or your horse is afraid/unsure of an obstacle we encourage you to wave to the judge and move on to the
next obstacle rather than having a bad experience with your horse in the arena.
• YOU know your horse and what you have practiced better than anyone and we would like you to both have a
fun yet challenging experience in Trail or Ranch Trail Class.
• Best of luck to everyone!

